
TDM CC



AGENDA

1) Welcome: Acceptance of October 18th TDMCC Meeting Summary 
& Public Comment Period 

2) Term Limits and Call for Members
3) TDM Plan Workshop #4
4) Announcements
5) Adjourn



WHAT IS THE TDM CC?

The Transportation Demand Management Coordinating Committee (TDM CC) serves as a 

high-level advisory and thought leadership committee to those involved in TDM in the 

region such as the ARC’s Mobility Services Department, TMAs, transit organizations, local 

governments and others. Aligned with the Regional Plan, the TDM CC focuses on improving

transit and non-single occupant vehicle travel options by encouraging alternative commute 

options. The committee will also support other core goals of the TDM Plan, including the 

promotion of livability, sustainability, transit, walking and biking, transportation and land 

use planning, systems operations, economic development, climate change, healthy 

communities, and active aging.



COMMITTEE GOALS

• General coordination of messaging across agencies and mode 
types

• Integrating behavior change strategy into all communications
efforts

• Data-driven campaign development
• Knowledge sharing
• Showcasing trends across agencies and campaigns



TDMCC Call for Members



MEMBER COMPOSITION & TERMS

TDM Transit Environment/Air State/Fed Policy

Research Technology Land Use Health

Economic

Development
Aging

Transportation 

Planning
Non-Profit

Bike/Ped HR
Schools &

Universities
Equity

Workforce Business Parking
CIDs & 

Chambers

Half of the members will 
serve a 2-year term while

the remaining half will 
serve 3-year terms



MEETING SCHEDULE OPTIONS

• Currently, meet every two months:
February

April

June

August

October

December

• Proposing to meet quarterly

• Email: jgoldberg@atlantaregional.org

mailto:jgoldberg@atlantaregional.org


Regional Transportation Demand Management Plan

TDMCC Workshop #4
Final Report and Plan Implementation

February 21, 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This the fourth and final TDMCC Workshop for the Regional TDM Plan, Mobility Connections: A Plan for Expanding Opportunity. Our workshop today is going to focus on the final report and plan implementation as we wrap up the planning process next month and look ahead to putting the recommendations into practice.Since we started this project in July of 2021, your ongoing feedback and collaboration has been foundational to shaping this plan and the future trajectory of TDM in the region, and we greatly appreciate your time today.
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Workshop Objectives
• Present project status update
• Present overview of Task 4 

deliverables (Final Report and 
Communications and Distribution 
strategy)

• Prepare for review of the final 
report document

• Validate action planning 
recommendations and determine 
priorities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are our objectives for the workshop. The graphic at right is just a reminder of the broad set of outcomes we’re advancing through TDM – it’s so much more than the traditional focus of reducing single-occupancy vehicle travel. Leveraging and expanding that breadth of impact has been a central theme throughout this planning process.Our objectives for the workshop are to:Update you on the project statusPresent an overview of final deliverables under Task 4 – those are the final report and the communications and distribution strategyWe’ll orient you to the final report document itself. The document will be shared with you after this workshop, and you will have a two week period to review the report and provide comments.Then, we’ll spend the last portion of the workshop in breakout groups to discuss, refine, and prioritize the actions recommended in the plan. We have preassigned you to one of three breakout groups focusing on specific strategies.
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Introductions

• Name
• Agency / Organization
• What song best describes our 

region’s TDM future?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s do a round of introductions. Please type your name and agency/organization affiliation in the chat, and respond to the poll - For fun, we have a poll set up for you to type in what song you think best describes our region’s TDM future. 



Regional Transportation Demand Management Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: Do not modify the notes in this section to avoid tampering with the Poll Everywhere activity.
More info at polleverywhere.com/support

Join instructions
https://www.polleverywhere.com/join_instructions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: Do not modify the notes in this section to avoid tampering with the Poll Everywhere activity.
More info at polleverywhere.com/support

WHAT SONG best describes our region's TDM future?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/discourses/JJ5jEVb8F9sBgjVkRVzTx
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Project Status Update

Regional Transportation Demand Management Plan

2

December TDMCC status 
update on Regional 
Service Delivery Model

Draft 
Implementation 
Action Plan

Second round of engagement:
• Public survey
• ESO follow-up interviews
• Stakeholder virtual forum

February 
TDMCC 
Workshop #4

Finalize 
Deliverables

Draft
Final Report and 
Communications & 
Distribution Strategy

Project ends 
3/31/23

December January February March

Presentation to 
ARC Committees 

and Board for Plan 
Approval

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the timeline and key steps leading up to our workshop today, and our path to project completion.In December, you received a copy of the draft regional service delivery model and provided over email and an online poll. We refined the model based on this feedback and used it to complete a first draft the implementation action plan in December. We completed a second round of stakeholder engagement in January. This included a public survey, follow-up interviews with ESOs, as well as a virtual forum with stakeholders who have participated in the first round of stakeholder interviews and focus groups. We will summarize insights from those discussions in the next couple slides.We used that feedback from stakeholders and the public survey to inform the final report, and the supplementary communications & distribution strategy to most effectively summarize and distribute key findings, recommendations, and action items from the Plan across various audiences.And in orange, here we are today for the fourth TDMCC workshop. As I mentioned, you will receive a copy of the final report for review over the next two weeks.Based on final feedback from the workshop and draft report, we will finalize deliverables with ARC over the next month to complete the project by the end of March 2023.After the project ends, Roz will present the Plan to ARC Committees and Board for approval. Once approved, the Plan will serve as a blueprint for the more detail-oriented action planning, and we hope to get those implementation discussions started in the workshop today.
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Insights from Stakeholder Discussions

Regional Transportation Demand Management Plan

• Partnerships: ESOs (GCO & 6 TMAs) are important partners supporting 
workforce development and liaising between transit operators and 
employers (and other program partners)

• DRI Opportunities: Integrate TDM into the Developments of Regional 
Impact (DRI) program

• Engaging Young People: Partner with youth and young adult service 
providers to reach this audience

• Beyond the Commute: Explore bulk transit discounts and other 
incentives for non-employer partners and non-commute trips

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are insights from the Stakeholder forum we held on January 13 with partners that were involved in the first round of focus groups and strategy-level discussions last year.Stakeholders identified ESOs as an important partner to market, sell, and distribute transit passes to employers, and to support job seekers with transit vouchers and passes at career fairs. Workforce development organizations have also been vital partners to find transportation options for students and trainees. Overall, ESOs help employers and program partners interface with transit operators with respect to using and marketing available services. Stakeholder discussion reinforced several Plan recommendations. These included the integration of TDM policies and communications to the Development of Regional Impacts (DRI) program, and partnering with organizations serving youth and young-people to engage these users directly to understand desired services and incentives. Stakeholders also suggested to explore bulk transit discounts and other incentives for non-employer partners and non-commute trips, for example, for businesses to distribute to customers or for residential buildings to distribute to tenants.
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Insights from ESO Discussions

Regional Transportation Demand Management Plan

• Partnerships: Opportunities to expand funding partnerships beyond ARC

• Hybrid Engagement: Challenges in engaging a hybrid workforce; WFH 
expectations vary locally; ESOs can help partners share facility resources 
(e.g., parking, office space)

• Internal Operations: Improve TDM program operations through:
 Operating procedures
 Enhanced thought leadership and knowledge transfer from ARC to ESOs
 Referral process to connect private partners with public agency counterparts
 Review scope of existing CMAQ rules to determine scope of eligible activities and 

gaps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also discussed implementation needs with the ESOs. They spoke about how some TMAs have funding partners beyond ARC such as the City of Atlanta or the airport. TMAs are interested in expanding financial partnerships with large employers, because diversified funding allows them to work beyond the bounds of traditional TDM, for example on first and last mile solutions and infrastructure projects. It’s been challenging for ESOs to engage a hybrid workforce and promote transit with monthly fare media being the only discounted option. There’s opportunity for ESOs to help program partners to coordinate and save facilities costs with remote and hybrid work arrangements, e.g., by sharing parking, office space, or even vehicle fleets. Several ESOs identified opportunities to improve internal operations, including:Establish ESO operating procedures for staff transition and onboarding to preserve institutional knowledgeEnhance thought leadership and knowledge transfer from ARC to ESOs, particularly for national best practices and case studies, as well as technical support with tools such as GISEstablish a coordinated process for ESOs to refer employers and private partners with questions to appropriate public partners (e.g., on transit investments, construction coordination, regulatory processes) to appropriate partnersReview the scope of existing CMAQ rules to determine which recommendations are eligible for funding under CMAQ or other resources e.g. the Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) and Community Development Assistance (CDAP) programs.
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Final Report

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next, we’ll review the contents of the draft final report and orient you to the document, which you will receive shortly and have two weeks to review and provide comments. Your thoughtful feedback has been so important to this planning process, and this report is the final product, so we thank you in advance for your time and attention on this.
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Final Report Contents
Executive Summary
1. Plan Overview

Current Program
Methodology
Stakeholder Engagement
Key Findings

2. Equity Analysis
3. Goals and Strategies

Goals
Regional Service Delivery Model

4. Action Plan
Recommended Services & Priority Actions
Funding Strategy
Performance Evaluation

Appendices
A: Acronyms and Abbreviations
B: Regional TDM Inventory
C: SWOT Analysis
D: Equity Analysis
E: Action Planning Worksheet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the structure of the report that you will see in the table of contents.The executive summary is a stand-alone synopsis of key findings and recommendations from the plan.The plan overview section sets the stage for the findings with:a description of the current regional TDM program,the methodology for this strategic planning process over the past year and a half,stakeholder engagement is part of that methodology, and it’s called out in its own section because of the importance of partnerships to achieving the goals of this planKey findings from the plan development process that informed the Regional TDM Plan goals and strategies. Because improving equity through TDM service delivery was a central theme identified during the needs assessment, the results from the equity analysis are presented separately in Section 2.The goals and strategies section includes the goals statements and the regional service delivery model; they together reflect the region’s priorities for the next evolution of the TDM program and frame the recommended services and priority actions in the next section, which is the Action Plan.The Action Plan details each TDM service that comprises the regional service delivery model with respect to scope, lead roles, partnerships, resources, and priority actions. Following the implementation details for recommended services is a funding strategy to diversify program resources to meet a broader set of traveler needs. Finally, the plan refines the current TDM program performance evaluation framework.The appendices present the full results of the technical work that went into the plan through the TDM inventory, SWOT analysis, equity analysis, and a worksheet that accompanies the action plan to track implementation over time.
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Planning Process: Stakeholder Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because successful partnerships are fundamental to the continued expansion of the regional TDM program’s impact, the plan development process emphasized stakeholder engagement at every step, including the needs assessment, strategy development, and implementation planning. This figure illustrates that engagement, reaching the TDM program’s seven ESOs; over 40 stakeholder partners spanning transportation agencies, private sector employers, and human services organizations; and over 4,000 members of the traveling public. Here we are at the final step in the process, the fourth TDMCC workshop. Then, ongoing action is the final outcome to operationalize the plan’s recommendations and drive the continuous development of the TDM program to meet regional goals.
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Plan Goals
Goal 1: Support a tailored approach 
for TDM services that serve a diverse 
range of social and economic mobility 
needs.

Goal 4: Support TDM strategies that are 
flexible and tailored to the individual 
needs of employers and geographic areas.

Goal 2: Develop TDM services that 
address workforce development and 
job training needs.

Goal 5: Support integrated 
communications strategies across a range 
of community partners to expand the 
reach of TDM services and maximize 
marketing opportunities.

Goal 3: Implement TDM strategies 
that improve first and last mile 
connections through partnerships 
with transit agencies and other 
mobility service providers.

Goal 6: Leverage and diversify funding 
sources that support measurable and 
sustainable services and programs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You have seen these goals many times; TDMCC approved them during the April 2022 meeting. These goals reflect the desired, long-term direction for the TDM program with an emphasis on broadening services to support an increasingly diverse set of economic and mobility needs of the region. Throughout you see key words like diverse, workforce development, first and last mile connections, partnerships, flexible and tailored strategies, integrated communications, and funding.
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Regional Service Delivery Model

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This should also look familiar to you: the regional service delivery model provides a high-level framework for the program. It’s an internal strategic planning tool for ARC, ESOs, and practitioners involved with the program – it’s not an external communication tool to share with the public or program partners about what the TDM program is. TDMCC received a draft copy of this for review and input in December, and since then, we’ve refined the model based on your feedback and the discussions with ESOs and stakeholders, so you may notice some minor changes. I’ll note just a couple here – we separated out evaluation as a capacity building activity, as well as policy as a component of the TDM-supportive environment.As a reminder, the blue boxes contain the services or strategy types (these are general buckets of specific strategies). They are separated into core/existing services that are well established in the regional TDM program, and those that are regional emphasis areas that the program is leaning into going forward, and they are also broken out based on whether they are capacity building activities (those are more “behind the scenes” and structural) or direct service (providing TDM services directly to travelers or program partners).The final report and action plan includes implementation recommendations for each service in the blue boxes, and we will return to these during our break-out group discussions shortly.
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Communications & Distribution Strategy

• Audiences:
• Public
• Stakeholders

• Practitioners
• Program Partners

• Messages
• Pitch
• Language

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next we’ll review the Communications & Distribution Strategy at a high level. This is a separate deliverable from the final report and provides alternative methods of summarizing and distributing key findings, recommendations, and action items from the Plan in a way that is accessible and user-friendly compared to traditional planning documents.Communications related to the Regional TDM Plan should reflect the interests and needs of audiences receiving information, as well as the key messages that ARC seeks to convey to engage the public and stakeholders to advance implementation. There are two primary audiences for the plan: the public and stakeholders. Stakeholders are the primary focus of the Communications and Distribution Strategy because they are critical partners to implementing the plan’s recommendations. Stakeholders are further divided into practitioners of planning, transportation, development, and TDM, which partner more on the capacity building side, and then and program partners, such as major employers and organizations that support economic development, workforce development, community engagement, and human servicesMessages include the core pitch to engage these audiences and inspire action, as well as guidance on language on TDM-related topics to best resonate with audiences.
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Public-Focused Distribution Channels

• Communications Package
• Press release 
• Printable collateral such as a 

flyer or brochure
• Language for stakeholder 

distribution
• Simple webpage on regional 

TDM program website

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We recommend two avenues to reach the public.The first is a communications package to share with traditional media outlets, but also with partners to distribute through their own networks and platforms, for example ESO newsletters, applicable ARC distribution lists, local government partners, and community partners.The second is a simple webpage on the current regional TDM program website, Georgia Commute Options, that summarizes the goals and outcomes of the planning process of public interest and links to the Regional TDM Plan webpage on the ARC website. The content and language should be high-level and simplified for general audiences. The public-facing webpage should also invite the public to sign up for TDM services and to reach out with questions or comments.
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Stakeholder-Focused Distribution Channels

• Program infographic for partners
• Updated ARC webpage on TDM planning
• Library or communications portal
• Interactive StoryMaps
• Data dashboard
• Open data sharing
• Annual report or printed flip book
• Stakeholder presentations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stakeholder-focused distribution channels (reaching practitioner and program partner audiences) are emphasized in this strategy over public-focused channels in order to advance partnership development and implementation most efficiently.Practitioners of planning, transportation, development, and TDM are most interested in the results of this plan and how ARC can partner with them to meet the region’s goals. Program partners, including community-based organizations, human services organizations, and other organizations supporting economic and workforce development are essential to successfully serve broader audiences and needs through TDM.I won’t go through all of these channels, but a few highlights:We recommend that ARC update and streamline the regional service delivery model graphic into a program infographic for external partners that is more intuitive and digestible for those not familiar with TDM, and shows how the regional TDM program is evolving.The main platform to distribute information to stakeholders should be the ARC TDM website, which ARC will direct stakeholders to through presentations and meetings focused on plan implementation.The website could integrate a library or communications portal, and also build on the existing TDM data dashboard and ARC’s open data sharing hub, to make data, analysis and other resources easy to find for TDM practitioners.Any questions or comments on the Final Report or the  Communications and Distribution strategy?
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Action Plan Recommendations
Each service includes:
• Overview of the scope of the service
• Lead Roles for ARC and ESOs
• Partnerships to facilitate implementation and reaching diverse audiences
• Resources needed for implementation

Select services include:
• Priority Actions for services where new strategies are recommended beyond 

current program operations. Priority actions are outlined with expected timeframes 
in a summary table at the end of each subsection.

• Persona Profiles from the TDM equity analysis are provided for direct services that 
are regional emphasis areas.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, we are switching gears to talk about the Action Plan, which is the last section of the final report you will be reviewing, and which we’ll discuss in our Breakout Groups shortly. For each of the services that you saw in the regional service delivery model (like outreach, marketing and communications, evaluation, etc,) the Action Plan details each of these items you see here.Overview of the scope of the service, including any target populations or geographies, Lead Roles for ARC and ESOs, Partnerships to facilitate implementation and reaching diverse audiences, and Resources needed for implementation. The last two elements on the slide are only there for some of the services.Priority Actions for services where new strategies are recommended beyond current program operation based on stakeholder feedback and the regional TDM needs assessment. These priority actions are outlined along with expected timeframes in a summary table at the end of each subsection.Persona profiles from the TDM equity analysis are provided for direct services that are considered regional emphasis areas, including residential outreach, industry outreach, adaptation to flexible mobility needs, and tailored marketing messages to reach diverse audiences. These profiles showcase how these new TDM services may impact the daily lived experiences of residents from an equity perspective.
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Example 
Section of 
Action Plan:

Adaptation 
to Flexible 
Mobility 
Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’re going to walk through the contents of one of the recommended regional emphasis areas in the Action Plan. This gives you an example of the recommendations you will be reviewing in the final report.Here, we have the service called “Adaptation to Flexible Mobility Needs.” The overview section summarizes what it is and why it’s important to the regional TDM program – namely, the need to adapt to the dramatic change in travel patterns we’ve seen as a result of the pandemic.Because this is a regional emphasis area and it’s a direct service to travelers and program partners, it includes a persona profile. This person recently got a new job where they telework part-time, and so it didn’t make sense to get a monthly transit pass, but signed up for a new hypothetical employer pass program that discounts trips daily – in this case, on round-trip transit travel up to twice per week.
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Example 
Section of 
Action Plan:

Adaptation 
to Flexible 
Mobility 
Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These next few sections detail lead roles, partnerships, and resources.For this service, ARC provides thought leadership and facilitates partnerships, while ESOs deliver technical assistance, and both can offer policy guidance.Partnerships include employers, transit and parking operators, benefit providers, and community-based organizations.Existing technical assistance and other activities related to this service are funded through CMAQ. Staff time from ARC, operators, and other partners are needed to develop new pass, pricing, and incentive programs. Employers of course subsidize fares. The ARC Livable Centers Initiative is a potential resource for one the priority actions to implement community telework hubs.
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Example 
Section of 
Action Plan:

Adaptation 
to Flexible 
Mobility 
Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
That brings us to priority actions. These are specific actions, identified as priority by TDMCC and/or during stakeholder discussions, to advance the Regional TDM Plan goals. Within the plan, each action/strategy has a title, description, and timeframe to implement. For this particular service, adaptation to flexible mobility needs, the actions are to:-Refine the MARTA employer pass program-Coordinate facility sharing programs to reduce costs-Implement flexible parking, telework, and transit programs-Establish community telework hubsThese priority actions are what we will be discussing during the breakout group activity during the next part of the agenda.
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Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before we move on to the breakout groups, any questions on the final report, communications & distribution strategy, or the action plan recommendations?
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Breakout Group Activity
• Your breakout group will focus on one general service area:  

• Outreach and Community Partner Engagement
• Communications, Tools, and Influence
• Policy and Planning

• Activity in Miro:
• 1. Place a sticker on the top three actions most important to you.
• 2. Identify the top three actions identified by the group
• 3. Document implementation updates, opportunities, challenges, and/or 

uncertainties
• 4. Determine which action should be implemented first.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next is our breakout group activity. You have been pre-assigned to one of the three general service areas shown on the slide. These service areas group together a similar set of strategies for discussion on implementation needs.Once in your breakout groups, a facilitator from the consultant team will guide you through the activity. You will be given a link that takes you to a Miro Board (screenshare to show example) with boxes for priority actions. After the facilitator gives a high-level overview of each action, you will be asked to place a sticker on the top three actions most important to you.Then as a group, establish consensus on the top three action and why.In the Miro Board, you will note updates needed to the action, opportunities, challenges, and/or uncertainties related to the action.Finally, discuss as a group which action should be implemented first. This priority will inform the next phase of action planning once the Regional TDM Plan is adopted by the ARC Board.
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Report Outs

• What strategy rose to the top of your prioritization list based on today’s exercise? 

• What feedback led to this strategy rising to the top of the list? 

• What strategy fell based on challenges and/or uncertainties discussed by your 
group? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The facilitator or another volunteer representative from each breakout group summarizes key discussion points using the prompts on the slide.
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Next Steps

TDMCC takes two weeks to 
review the draft plan and 
provide comments to ARC

Project team incorporates 
TDMCC feedback and priorities 

into final plan

Finalize plan deliverables for 
ARC Board review and adoption

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are our next steps.Over the next two weeks, TDMCC members will have the opportunity to review a draft copy of the final report. You will receive the draft report as a word document.We will incorporate your feedback on the written report, and insights from our discussion today, into the final version of the report and other plan deliverables. We will finalize the plan in the month of March and prepare for review and adoption by the ARC Board in the coming months.Once the plan is adopted, TDMCC's role as the steering committee for this project is not over.  The committee will be a key agent in driving implementation of the plan.
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